Where The Internet Is Leading Us

The future of internet will lead us into a world of a cyber generation via better communications, less wiring, more enhanced security firewalls, more extensive internationalized and aerospace networking, more portable integrateable internet accessible devices, more enhanced video telecommunication capabilities, enhanced cyber policing, in otherwords, a more internet cyberized global world.

I foresee masses of wireless homes and workplaces operating home and office appliances and office equipment via voice command or touch, much like our voice recognition of today, yet better. I believe we will be able to turn on our lights, adjust our heat and cooling, etc. from remote areas.

I also foresee more distance learning via the internet, both at the high school and college level. We are already seeing more and more courses and programs offered on line. Our classrooms will become more and more virtualized. Not only will we become a cyberized global community, we will become that cyberized global world I mentioned previously as we learn more about each other via international global virtual classrooms.

Telecommunication will become more of a virtual reality as televisualing becomes more and more prevalent. Communication will be accompanied by visual interaction as well. I even foresee a Star Trek sort of 3 dimensional teleporting of visual human beings, somewhat like a hologram or 3-D appearance.

Especially important will be where the internet leads us in the expansive public health and medical applications. Telemedicine and “cyber-scalpel” will dominate the medical world. Emergency and direly needed surgeries could be carried out via specialized experts both nationally and internationally without wasting precious time of attempting physically traveling. Expertise could be share with many rather than a few. Visits to one’s hospital bedside by these experts would be virtual visits, allowing these experts to help many more patients than the traditional way. We are already heading that way.

Our marketplaces are already becoming more and more virtualized. What company doesn’t have a website anymore? Very few. Via the internet, small and large markets have become and will continue to expand in a more and more globally cyber marketplace.

Overall, I see a great benefit to where the internet is leading us. For, I strongly believe that if the internet is policed efficiently and humans work together cooperatively, that the internet’s globalness will eventually break down the cultural barriers as we become more and more a global community of common interests.